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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3798373A1] A faucet with a luminous handle (42) comprises a faucet body (1), a water inlet pipe (21), a water outlet passage (3), and
a handle portion (4). The faucet body (1) is disposed with a control valve (7) connected to the water inlet pipe (21) and the water outlet passage
(3). The handle portion (4) is operatively connected to the control valve (7). The faucet with the luminous handle (42) further comprises a luminous
assembly (5). The handle portion (4) comprises a connection seat (41) and a handle (42), wherein the connection seat (41) is operatively connected
to the control valve (7). The handle (42) has a light transmitting performance and is configured to fixedly surround an outer side of the connection
seat (41). The luminous assembly (5) is disposed on the connection seat (41). The handle (42) transmits light emitted by the luminous assembly
(5) to shine outward. The faucet with the luminous handle has following advantages. The handle (42) has the handle performance to drive the
connection seat (41) to move. The connection seat (41) controls the control valve (7) to achieve waterway control. Moreover, the handle (42) can
emit light as a whole to create a comfortable luminous effect, the appearance is beautiful, and user experience is improved.
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